
COURSE TITLE : YARN MANUFACTURE - II
COURSE CODE : 3106
COURSE CATEGORY : B
PERIODS/WEEKS : 5
PERIODS/SEMESTER : 90
CREDITS : 5

TIME SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS
I Draw frame & Lap formers and comber 21

Test I 1
II Simplex 22

Test II 1
III Ring Frame 22

Test III 1
IV Calculations 21

Test IV 1
TOTAL 90

OBJECTIVES

On completion of the course, the student should be able to
MODULE- I
1.0 DRAW FRAMES & LAP FORMERS AND COMBER

1.1 Understand the necessicity of draw frame process
1.2 Know the objects of draw frame.

1.3 Understand the principle of roller drafting.
1.4 Know the passage of material through a modern draw frame.
1.5 Know the principle of roller setting.
1.6 Understand the importance of roller weighting.
1.7 Know the different systems of roller weighting
1.8 Know the importance of stop motion and explain the working of electrical and

electronic stop motions.
1.9 Understand the functions of auto levelers.
1.10 Know the need for fluting on bottom roller and cushion covering on top rollers
1.11 Understand the different types of top rollers
1.12 Know the need for roller cleaning devices
1.13 Understand  the working of polar drafting system
1.14 Understand  the working of pressure bar systems
1.15 Know the defects in sliver - their causes and remedies
1.16 Understand the objects of sliver lap machine.
1.17 Know the working of L.R sliver lap machine.
1.18 Understand the measuring and automatic doffing of laps.
1.19 Know the stop motions in sliver lap machine.
1.20 Understand the objects of Ribbon lap machines.
1.21 Know the working of a ribbon lap machine.
1.22 Understand the object of Super lap machine.
1.23 Know the working of Super lap machines.
1.24 Know -reasons of even number of m/c between card and comber.
1.25 Know the objects of combing.
1.26 Understand the principle of combing.
1.27 Understand the passage of material through a comber.
1.28 Know the combing cycle with respect to index wheel in Nasmith comber.
1.29 understand the functions and timing of



1.29.1 Half lap.
1.29.2   Nipper.
1.29.3   Top comb.
1.29.4   Feed roller.
1.29.5   Detaching roller.

1.30 Understand the effect of setting in waste percentage
1.31 Know the modern developments in combing
1.32 Understand combing defects – causes and remedies
1.33 Know the importance of post comb drawing

MODULE- II
2.0 SIMPLEX

2.1 Specify the objects of speed frame process
2.3 Sketch and explain the passage of material through a simplex
2.4 Know the principle of high drafting system
2.5 Understand the Constructional details of bottom rollers
2.6 Know the different types of top rollers , cots specification and weighting of

top rollers
2.7 State the function of condensers & spacer in drafting zone
2.8 Know twisting operation and construction details of spindle and flyer
2.9 Know the objects of false twister and effect of false twist in roving
2.10 Understand the principles of winding
2.11 Differentiate bobbin leading and flyer leading
2.12 Understand the principle of differential motion

2.12.1 Working of T & S differential motion with sketch
2.12.2 Working of Sun & plannet differential motion with sketch

2.13 Study the working of building motion with sketch
2.13.1       Specify how winding,laying & building takes place

2.14 Understand the features of Rovematic speed frames
2.15 Know the defects in roving - their causes and remedies

MODULE- III
3.0 RING FRAMES

3.1 Understand the objects of ring frames
3.2 Know the passages of material through a high drafting ring frame
3.3 Understand the different types of creels
3.4 Know top arm drafting system

3.4.1 Sketch and explain SKF PK211,SKF PK 225
3.4.2      Sketch and explain LR drafting system

3.5 Know the functions & specifications of spacers for different counts
3.6 Know the application of condensor
3.7 Understand top and bottom roller clearers
3.8 Specify the advantages of apron drafting over roller drafting
3.9 Understand the spring weighting and pneumatic weighting
3.10 Sketch and explain the methods of twist insertion and winding in ring frames
3.11 Understand the functions of ring, traveller, spindle, ring rail and spindle

rail,separator,traveller cleaner
3.12 Know the functions and objects in tin roller
3.13 Understand the method of producing ‘Z’ twist and ‘S’ twist yarn.
3.14 Know the different types of bobbin building
3.15 Understand the working of building motion for weft wind.
3.16 Know the yarn defects - causes and remedies

MODULE- IV
4.0 CALCULATIONS



4.1 Draw the gearing diagram of draw frame
4.2 Familiarize in main draft, break draft, main draft constant, break draft

constant, hank of sliver in drawing frame
4.3 Calculate the production and efficiency of draw frame.
4.4 Study the draft, hank of lap, production and efficiency in lap frames.
4.5 Know the speed, production, efficiency and draft in comber.
4.6 Draw the gearing diagram of simplex
4.7 Study break draft, main draft, break draft constant, main draft-constant and

hank of roving of simplex
4.8 Know the production & efficiency of simplex

CONTENT OUTLINE

MODULE- I
1.0 DRAW FRAMES & LAP FORMERS AND COMBER
Draw frame process- objects - principle of roller drafting - passage of material through a
modern draw frame - principle of roller setting -roller weighting - electrical and electronic
stop motions- auto levelers – top & bottom rollers - roller cleaning devices - polar drafting
system -Platts pressure bar systems - defects in sliver - their causes and remedies
Sliver lap machine - objects- L.R sliver lap machine - Ribbon lap machine – Objects - Super
lap machine - Objects of combing - passage of material through a comber - Nasmith comber
- Half lap – Nipper - Top comb - Feed roller - Detaching roller - waste percentage - modern
developments in combing -combing defects – causes and remedies- post comb drawing .

MODULE- II
2.0 SIMPLEX
Objects of speed frame process -passage of material through a simplex - high drafting system
- bottom rollers - top rollers , and weighting of top rollers- condensers & spacer - spindle
and flyer - false twister – collor – spindle rail – bobbin rail - bobbin leading and flyer leading
- T & S and  Sun & plannet differential motion - building motion - features of Rovematic
speed frames - defects in roving - their causes and remedies

MODULE- III
3.0 RING FRAMES
Objects of ring frames- passages of material through a high drafting ring frame -types of
creels - - apron drafting- SKF PK211,SKF PK 225 - LR drafting system - spacers -
condensor - roller clearers - ring, traveller, spindle, ring rail and spindle
rail,separator,traveller cleaner - tin roller - ‘Z’ twist and ‘S’ twist - bobbin building - yarn
defects - causes and remedies.

MODULE- IV
4.0 CALCULATIONS
Gearing diagram of draw frame - main draft, break draft, main draft constant, break draft
constant, hank of sliver in drawing frame - production and efficiency - draft, hank of lap,
production and efficiency in lap frames - production, efficiency and draft in comber -
Gearing diagram of simplex - break draft, main draft, break draft constant, main draft-
constant and hank of roving of simplex - production & efficiency of simplex

REFERENCE BOOKS
1. Cotton Spinning - Taggart
2. Manual of Cotton spinning - Textile institute
3. Cotton Drafting, Roving, Combing Cotton spinning - Merill
4. Essential elements of cotton spinning - Pattabiraman
5. Cotton Spinning Calculations - Taggart


